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ABSTRACT 

Focus group discussion is an exploratory research technique used to collect data through group interaction. This tech- 
nique provides the opportunity to observe interaction among participants on a topic under this study. This paper con- 
tributes to an understanding on the cyber terrorism conceptual framework through the analysis of focus group discus- 
sion. The proposed cyber terrorism conceptual framework which was obtained during the qualitative study by the au- 
thors has been used as a basis for discussion in the focus group discussion. Thirty (30) participants took part in the focus 
group discussion. The overall results suggest that the proposed cyber terrorism framework is acceptable by the partici- 
pants. The present study supports our initial research that the cyber terrorism conceptual framework constitutes the fol- 
lowing components: target, motivation, tools of attack, domain, methods of attack and impact. 
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1. Introduction 

A more holistic way in describing cyber terrorism is 
useful in understanding the concept of cyber terrorism. 
Based on literatures review, it is noted that there is no 
consensus agreement on the concept of cyber terrorism 
[1-5]. However, to have a common understanding on this 
term is important in order to get a better apprehension on 
what constitutes cyber terrorism. While there are many 
definitions of cyber terrorism, these suggest a trend that 
further analysis of the phenomena could be further con- 
ducted. This is evidence as the study of this concept has 
been the focus of many policy makers and scholarly 
studies, but their standpoints and views vary. 

Cyber terrorism is about threat perception that makes 
the concept differ from one to another. This is due to 
multidimensional structures (or components) of cyber 
terrorism that made people interprets it differently at dif- 
ferent levels. Therefore, understanding similarities and 
differences in perception of what constitutes cyber ter- 
rorism can provide insight to the policy makers and re-
searchers to countering such threats. 

2. Method 

2.1. Background of This Study 

The focus group discussion on cyber terrorism concep- 
tual framework was held in conjunction with the 3-days 

cyber terrorism workshop organized by the South East 
Asia Regional Center for Counter Terrorism (SEARCCT), 
an agency under the Malaysia’s Ministry of Foreign Af- 
fairs, in collaboration with the CyberSecurity Malaysia 
(an agency under the Malaysia’s Ministry of Science, 
Technology and Innovation) and the Universiti Teknikal 
Malaysia Melaka, Malaysia. 

The focus group discussion was held on the last day of 
the 3-days workshop. The discussion was designed as a 
platform to address the cyber terrorism framework in a 
holistic approach. The workshop gave an insight and a 
basic understanding of terrorism and cyber terrorism, 
issues and challenges revolving around them and com- 
plexity in coming up with one single universal definition 
before finally embarking to focus group discussion. 
Speakers from various agencies who are responsible in 
the area of counter terrorism and counter cyber crimes 
were invited to provide their thoughts and perspectives 
on these topics on the first 2-days of the workshop. In 
addition, detail explanation about the cyber terrorism 
conceptual framework was presented by the moderator 
on day 3 of the workshop. The sessions were designed in 
such a way to trigger the minds of the participants and to 
channel all relevant issues to the focus group discussion. 

2.2. Participants 

Focus group discussion is often used as an exploratory 
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technique and is one source of data collection method [6]. 
Normally, it consists of a group of people, typically be- 
tween 5 to 10 participants and is led by a moderator. 

In this study, 30 participants took part in the focus 
group discussion. However, they were divided into 
smaller groups consists of 6 participants for each group. 
This approach is similar to the focus group discussion 
conducted by Bray, Johns and Kilburn [7]. The back- 
ground of the participants varies: management, policy, 
laws enforcement and prosecution, research and technical 
and the range of working experiences of the participants 
is between 10 years to 34 years. All participants were 
from the government agencies whereby all of them were 
nominated by the SEARCCT. 

2.3. Procedures 

The participants were divided into 5 groups and each 
group consists of 6 participants who are differed in term 
of age, organizations and working experiences. The ra- 
tionale to have small number in a group is to give every- 
one the opportunity to express their views and opinions. 

First, a briefing session was conducted in order to en- 
sure that each focus group followed the same structure 
and had the same understanding on the key objectives as 
well as the discussion guidelines. Each group was given 
a flip chart to write their discussion points during the 
group brainstorming session. Before the group discussion, 
the proposed cyber terrorism conceptual framework was 
explained to the participants: target, motivation, tools of 
attack, domain, methods of attack and impact. Overall, the 
discussion and presentation sessions took about 3 hours. 

Focus group discussion was identified as the appropri- 
ate and accessible technique, given the exploratory na- 

ture of the research [7]. The objectives of focus group 
discussion were as follows. Firstly, to discuss factors that 
make-up the components (or elements) of cyber terrorism 
and secondly, to evaluate the proposed conceptual frame- 
work that describes the components of cyber terrorism. 
In a nutshell, the focus group discussion was conducted 
to get consensus on people perception towards the pro-
posed concept of cyber terrorism that was derived from 
the qualitative study. The proposed cyber terrorism con-
ceptual framework is based on the author’s initial study 
as described in Figure 1. 

The primary output of this focus group was to gauge 
the participants view on the proposed cyber terrorism 
framework. The focus group discussion was facilitated 
by a moderator to provide guidance to the group and al- 
lowing respondents to talk freely and spontaneously in 
expressing ideas, views and experiences on the given 
topic. Although the moderator initiated the topic for dis- 
cussion and thus exercises a certain control over what 
was to be discussed, he did not offer any viewpoints 
during the talk-in-process session [6]. As recommended 
by Bray, Johns and Kilburn [7], a relaxed and conversa- 
tional method was used during the focus group discus- 
sion in order to produce a free flowing discussion with 
minimum intervention from the moderator. 

Kamarulzaman [8] explained that in a focus group, 
people interacting with each other with the help of a 
moderator to get more information and to share their own 
experience. It is noted that the usefulness of focus group 
data are affected to the extent that the participants are 
openly communicating their ideas, views, or opinions 
during the focus group discussions. This is ascertained by 
Ho [6] whereby the author explained that, people are 
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Figure 1. Proposed cyber terrorism conceptual framework. 
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gathered together to voice their opinions and perceptions 
about a study topic in a comfortable environment. During 
the discussion, participants are encouraged to talk to one 
another, asked questions and exchanged comment on the 
group’s presentation. The focus group study allows a 
flexible and in-depth exploration of participants’ atti- 
tudes and experiences as well as reveals differences in 
perspective between groups of individuals [9]. 

For context setting, the participants were asked several 
questions (Table 1). The questions did not run in any 
sequential order, rather to provide guidelines and over- 
views on the topic under discussion. In order to ensure 
that the objectives of the focus group discussions were met, 
the questions were focused on the components of cyber 
terrorism. The questions were selected from the ques- 
tionnaires which had been used for the in-depth interviews, 
which were done prior to the focus group discussion. 

2.4. Data Collection 

In exploratory research, the hypotheses that obtained 
during the in-depth interview (qualitative data) is useful 
for enriching and comparing the effectiveness of the ini- 
tial findings [10]. Besides, the ideas and observations are 
often used for later quantitative testing [10]. Prior to the 
focus group discussion, separate in-depth interviews 
were conducted to explore on the concept of cyber ter- 
rorism. Meaning to say, the focus group discussion was 
conducted on top of the in-depth interview to explore the 
concept of cyber terrorism. The group discussions were 
tape-recorded and the discussion points that were noted 
down on the flip chart were collected at the end of the 
session. 

3. Results 

3.1. Similarity in Views on the Proposed 
Conceptual Framework 

The overall result of the focus group discussion is pre- 
sented in Table 2. We included several recommendations 
 

Table 1. Questions for the focus group discussion. 

Q1. What are the factors that make up the components (or ele- 
ments) of cyber terrorism? 

Q2. What are the factors that should not be considered as compo- 
nent (or element) of cyber terrorism? 

Q3. From the various literatures, a conceptual framework describe- 
ing the core components of cyber terrorism can be described as 
follows (but not limited to): Target, Motivation, Tools of Attack, 
Domain, Method of Action and Impact. What is your view? 

Q4. The components of cyber terrorism are bound or linked to each 
other to form the concept of cyber terrorism. We need to combine 
the components with the conjunction “AND”, which means that, 
each of those components is necessary to constitute cyber terror- 
ism. If one or more components are not provided, the statement 
would not constitute cyber terrorism. What do you think? 

from the groups in the findings table. Out of the 5 groups, 
3 groups are fully agreed with the proposed framework. 
The other 2 groups partially agreed with the proposed 
framework with some recommendations. 

Group 1 explained, “Overall, our group found that the 
proposed cyber terrorism framework is sufficient enough. 
There are a few things we would like to simplify further 
just in the terms only, not the content. The content is still 
important.” Group 1 further clarified, “Regarding to the 
impact, I think the examples of 3 elements: mass disrup- 
tion or seriously interfere critical services operation; 
caused fear, death or bodily injury; and severe economic 
loss, I think that are covered.” 

Group 3 indicated that, “First of all, I would to extend 
our appreciation to our speaker today for his very com- 
prehensive presentation. In fact, I think that, the presen- 
tation today should be brought back to our first day, to 
give us a basic understanding on the components of cy- 
ber terrorism itself.” However, Group 3 stressed that 
“Domain” and “Motivation” should not be too rigid, as 
they viewed that the components keep changing and have 
a wide interpretation. 

Group 4 pointed out that, “My group agrees on the 
proposed framework. However, as for the motivation 
component, we would like to add an economical factor”. 
One of the respondents from Group 4 stated that, “We 
agree on the term cyber terrorism. We feel we should 
stick to that. For a simple reason, it looks like interna- 
tional term now where all countries are using this kind of 
term. If we deviate, we will be different. And secondly, 
even if it is cyber terrorism, we only looking at the ter- 
rorism, the terrorism act itself. Just because the mean of 
doing is through cyber, it is known as cyber terrorism. 
Likewise, why we call human trafficking? Drug traffick- 
ing? The offence is trafficking but it involves another 
way. Likewise, I think cyber terrorism is a better word, 
stick to it.” 

With regards to statement that the components of cy- 
ber terrorism are bound or linked to each other to form 
the concept of cyber terrorism, all groups agreed with the 
statement. For example, Group 4 indicated that, “In our 
discussion, all of the components must be there. In the 
absence of any of the components, there will be no cyber 
terrorism. The inner components must be “AND”. If you 
take out target, that is it, no cyber terrorism.” 

Further question was posed to Group 1. Question: “In 
order to consider cyber terrorism, we need to combine all 
factors such as motivation, target and impact. Do you 
agree with that?” Answer: “Yes, we agree.” 

3.2. Difference in Views on the Proposed 
Conceptual Framework 

Group 5 agreed with most of the proposed cyber terrorism      
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Table 2. Results of the focus group discussion. 

Proposed 
Components 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 

Target Target 
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computer 
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Critical  
Infrastructure

Target 

CNII 
Civil  
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Critical  
Infrastructure

Target 

Critical  
National  
Information 
Infrastructure 
computer  
system 
Critical  
Infrastructure 
Civil  
population 

Target 

Critical 
National  
Information 
Infrastructure 
computer  
system 
Critical  
Infrastructure 
Civil  
population 

Target 

Government
Country 
Corporation
CNII 

Motivation Motivation 

Political 
Ideological 
Social 
Economic 

Initiator 
100% 
personal  
or group 
with 
motiva-
tion 

The person or 
group must 
have the  
intention to 
commit the 
act of cyber 
terrorism 
(Refer to  
Note 3) 

Motivation

Political 
Ideological 
Social 
Economic 

Motivation

Political 
Ideological 
Social 
Economic 

Motivation 

Political 
Ideological 
Social 
Economic 

Tools of 
Attack 

Tools & 
Methods  
of Action 

Network  
warfare 
Psychological 
operation 
The method 
of action is 
through  
unlawful  
means 

Medium 
Computer 
network 

Tools of 
Attack 

Network  
warfare 
Psychological 
operation 

Tools of 
Attack 

Network 
 warfare 
Psychological  
operation 

Medium 
(Tools & 
Methods) 
(Refer to 
Note 5) 

Techniques 
(e.g.  
recruitment)
Domain (e.g. 
cyberspace)

Domain 
Refer to 
Note 1 

 Domain 
Cyberspace 
Physical 
world 

Domain Cyberspace Domain Cyberspace   

Methods  
of Attack 

Refer to 
Note 2 

 Method 
Unlawful 
means 

Methods 
of Attack

Unlawful  
means 

Methods 
of Attack

Unlawful 
means 

  

Impact Impact 
The target  
must be  
impactful 

Impact 

Mass  
disruption 
lead to 
 destruction
 cause-fear, 
death,  
instability of 
country 
 Severe 
economic 
loss 
 Doc-
trinazation 

Impact 

 Mass  
disruption or 
seriously  
interfere 
critical  
services  
operation 
 Cause fear, 
death or  
bodily injury 
 Severe  
economic 
loss 

Impact 

 Mass  
disruption  
or seriously 
interfere  
critical  
services  
operation 
 Cause fear, 
death or  
bodily injury 
 Severe  
economic  
loss 

Impact 

Physical  
Non Physical
National  
 Security 
 Economic
 Image 
 Govern-
ment 
to function 
 Health and 
safety 

       Attempt 
(Refer to  
Note 4) 

Perpetrator 
Group/ 
Individual 
Country 

Note: 1) Group 1 excludes “Domain” as the factor which is by default is part of cyber terrorism. 2) Group 1 combines “Tools of Attack” and “Methods of Ac- 
tion” as one component, “Tools & Methods of Action”. 3) Group 2 starts the concept of cyber terrorism with initiator, where the person or group has the inten- 
tion to commit the act of cyber terrorism. The person or group also must have the motivation to do the act of cyber terrorism. 4) Group 4 suggests “Attempt” 
should be considered as part of cyber terrorism. 5) Group 5 combines “Tools of Attack”, “Domain” and “Methods of Action” as one component, “Medium”. 

 
framework (Motivation, Target and Impact). However, 
they suggested that “Tools of Attacks”, “Domain” and 
“Methods of Attack” should be combined as one com- 
ponent, “Medium”. Similarly, Group 1 also suggested 
combining “Tools of Attack” and “Methods of Action” 
as one component, “Tools & Methods of Action”. 

Domain here refers to cyberspace, which is defined as 
an “interactive domain that made up of digital networks 

that is used to store, modify and communicate informa- 
tion. It includes the internet, but also the other informa- 
tion systems that support our businesses, infrastructure 
and services” [11]. In this particular study, “Domain” is 
similar to “Medium”, but not “Tools of Attacks” or 
“Methods of Attack”. 

“Tools of Attacks” means computers and networks 
that are used as the weapons through which computers 
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are attacked and exploited (via worms, denial-of-service, 
bots) [12]. While “Methods of Attack” refers to way and 
mean the attack was conducted, and in this particular 
case is referred to unlawful means. As mentioned by 
Denning [13], cyber terrorism is generally understood to 
mean unlawful attack against computers, networks and 
the information stored therein when done to intimidate or 
coerce a government or its people in furtherance of po- 
litical or social objectives. 

Group 5 also added one new component, “Perpetrator” 
which consists of group/individual and country. This is 
more or less similar with Group 2 where the group iden- 
tified “Initiator” as one component of cyber terrorism. 
However, this can be further argued whether “Perpetra- 
tor” or “Initiator” is the right component of cyber terror- 
ism. Rollins and Wilson [14] argue that, there are two 
views in defining cyber terrorism, one of it is the impact 
(effect-based). They clarify that, effect-based cyber ter- 
rorism exists when computer attacks result in effects that 
are disruptive enough to generate fear comparable to a 
traditional act of terrorism, even if done by criminals. 
This implies that, cyber terrorism should focus on the act 
rather than the doer. Likewise, Tun Dr Mahathir Mo- 
hamad [15], a former Malaysia’s Prime Minister said, “If 
we have to determine who a terrorist is and who is not 
then we have to base it on the act, not on the person, the 
group, the race or the religion. Once we agree on what 
constitutes an act of terror, then it would be easy to iden- 
tify a terrorist.” 

Although Group 4 agreed with all components of the 
proposed cyber terrorism framework, they suggested 
“Attempt” as part of cyber terrorism. One of the partici- 
pants stated that, “Under the criminal laws, attempt is 
considered as an offence. What if the terrorist does all 
this, preparation is done but is unsuccessful in hitting the 
target? Everything is well prepared but the mission is not 
achieved. The possibility of causing harm should also be 
considered as offence in cyber terrorism. Example is 
murder or manslaughter. The action can cause death, 
likewise the person conduct whatever action under ter- 
rorism, it is possible of causing massive destruction, 
causing some kind of injury or fear, but the perpetrator 
did not achieve it. Does is it mean that there is no offence? 
Does is it mean that he/she is not a terrorist?” One of the 
objectives of this study is to identify factors that make up 
the components (or elements) of cyber terrorism. The 
components then describe the concept and the meaning 
of cyber terrorism. In this particular case, the authors 
suggest that an “attempt” should not be considered as 
factor that make-up the components of cyber terrorism as 
it is already an offence under the criminal laws. Under 
the Malaysian law, terrorist means any person who 
commits, or attempts to commit any terrorist act [16]. It 
means that, if the components are met with supporting 

evidence, action by the perpetrator can be classified as 
cyber terrorism and subsequently the person may be 
charged under the court of laws. In fact, attempt should 
be part of any criminal action, including cyber terrorism. 

3.3. Proposed Future Works in Related to This 
Study 

For future works, the groups have recommended several 
action plans which can be considered for implementation. 
The first proposal is amendment to the law. Their argu- 
ment is that, effective legislation on cyber terrorism is 
regarded high priority as the countermeasure in counter- 
cyber terrorism plans. Group 1 recommended that, “We 
would like to propose amendment to our laws (to counter 
threats on cyber terrorism)”. This is supported by Group 
2, “After this, we need to develop further on the counter 
action of cyber terrorism. If enforcement is not effective 
enough, cyber terrorism can easily happen”. Group 2 
further stated that, “From time to time, we need to revise 
the laws. If such crimes are becoming more violent and 
cyber terrorism becoming so developed in times to come, 
perhaps there is a need specific definition on cyber ter- 
rorism.” 

The second proposal is the preventive measure. One of 
the participants said, “My views, all of these (the frame- 
work) are responsive action. What happen if we want to 
take preventive measure when it comes to mass disrup- 
tion or national casualty? We cannot wait the attack to 
happen and then react. So, we need to think on preven- 
tive measure as we don’t want to wait until the thing 
happen, we need to have measure on how to prevent this 
from happening.” 

Another participant responded that, “For response, a 
lot of things need to be considered. For root causes, there 
is mention the origin of attack. Then, there is non-state 
issue that gets involve. Also, there are ways and means 
toward cyber terrorism.” In response to this issue, the 
moderator stated that, “That discussion will be in a dif- 
ferent forum. The objective of this research is to provide 
baseline in understanding the components that make cy- 
ber terrorism. After this, we need to come out with re- 
sponse and action plan on how we are going to handle 
this issue.” 

The third proposal is the need to have a proper defini- 
tion on the concept of cyber terrorism. Group 3 stated 
that, “I think it is crucial for us to have an understanding 
on the overall definition on the concept of cyber terror- 
ism first before we can approach to the component. 
There are a few factors that we have to consider in ap- 
proaching the questions: the perpetrator, the policy of 
various ministries, the enforcement, and the judicial au- 
thority. We think that cyber terrorism is quite similar 
with other crime. There are starting points and there are 
ending points. The starting point could be the action it- 
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self and the ending points could be the prosecution in 
court.” 

Group 3 further explained that, “We would like to ad- 
mit that there is a need to have a mutual understanding 
between countries because cyber terrorism is a trans- 
boundary issue. It is very crucial for each country to have 
basic understanding or common understanding on what 
constitute cyber terrorism.” Group 3 continued that, “I 
would like to take example on Convention on Cyber 
Crimes. In fact in this convention, we do not have any 
specific definition or understanding what cyber crimes is, 
but it provides what constitute cyber crimes. Perhaps in 
one day, we could have convention on cyber terrorism 
that would provide understanding to each country or at 
least common understanding on how or what constitute 
cyber terrorism.” 

3.4. Research Limitation 

This study has several limitations. Therefore, some of the 
imperfections may lead to the unreliability of the data 
collected [10]. First, the constraint of this study is that 
majority of the participants were representatives from the 
defense & security and the government sectors of the 
Critical National Information Infrastructure (CNII). In 
Malaysia, there are 10 CNII sectors: water, banking & 
finance, defense & security, transportation, information & 
communication, government, emergency services, food 
& agriculture, energy and health. Therefore, the partici-
pants of the focus group discussion did not represent the 
CNII sectors as a whole. The second constraint is that 
from observation, not all participants were participating 
in the discussion. As a result, not all the participants’ 
viewpoints were heard and well noted. 

4. Conclusions 

Cyber terrorism is a serious matter at the national and 
international level, and this is demonstrated through the 
conduct of this workshop. The present study supports our 
initial research [17] that the cyber terrorism conceptual 
framework constitutes the following components: target, 
motivation, tools of attack, domain, methods of attack 
and impact. This is evident from the overall result 
whereby 3 out of 5 groups are fully agreed with the pro- 
posed framework, while the other 2 groups agreed with 
the proposed framework with some recommendations. 
Although there are differences in opinions on some of the 
components, but their views are not that critical and can 
be further justified. These results suggest that the pro- 
posed cyber terrorism framework is acceptable. 

Further research can be conducted to test or verify the 
conceptual framework. The outcome can be achieved by 
using quantitative method to quantify them and then ap- 
plied statistical method to test the dynamic relationship 

of components of the cyber terrorism framework. Addi- 
tionally, future research from this study could be used to 
help better in defining and adopting the concept of cyber 
terrorism in a holistic manner. 
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